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ABSTRACT 
Schmidt and Mirsky’s theorems identify the matrix with a specified rank that lies 
closest to another matrix, with distances measured by any matrix norm invariant under 
the unitary group. The more general result presented here identifies the nearest 
matrix whose singular values satisfy any specified set of linear constraints. A typical 
application consists in determining the oblate spheroid that most closely fits a 
specified ellipsoid. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical problem of identifying and computing the closest 
approximation of a matrix by another matrix subject to constraints arises in 
fitting models to data. For instance, Schmidt’s theorem [8]-rediscovered by 
Eckart and Young [2] and generalized by Mirsky [5]--employs the singular- 
value decomposition to produce the closest approximation with a specified 
rank; another generalization by Golub, Hoffman, and Stewart [3] also allows 
for designated columns of the initial matrix to remain unaltered in the 
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approximation with a lower rank. In applications, such theorems help in 
removing collinearity in statistics [2], in compressing images in computer 
science [9], and in computing the total least-squares regression developed by 
Golub and Van Loan and by van Huffel and Vandewalle [4]. 
Whereas Schmidt and Mirsky’s theorems correspond to setting the small- 
est singular values to zero, the more general results presented here produce 
the closest matrix whose singular values satisfy any specified set of linear 
constraints. Applications include, for example, the determination of the oblate 
spheroid that most closely fits a specified ellipsoid, which amounts to 
requiring that the two largest principal axes have a common length. 
For more specific statements, let [F E {Iw, C) denote the field of either the 
real or complex numbers, and let p, 4 E N* represent any positive integers, 
with m := min( p, q}; also, let lUlIlpX4 ([F) stand for the set of all matrices with 
p rows and 9 columns of entries in IF, and let CDPX4(lF> denote the subset of 
all such matrices with mutually orthonormal columns. Moreover, for each 
matrix A E M 
A = U&V,“, 
rX4(lF>, denote tk singular-value decomposition of A by 
with superscript representing transposition and complex 
conjugation, and with 
C, = diagonal(or,...,a,) E MPX,(U), 
(usually arranged in nonincreasing order, ui > 0.. > u, > 01, where the 
notation 2, = diagonal(o,, . . . , cm> E MI,, CL‘) means that (XAl, k = Us for 
each k E (1, . . . , m}, while ( C,>k I = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, let 11 (IF 
denote Frobenius’s norm, defined by 
IIAII; = 5 5 IAJ2. 
k=l I=1 
Frobenius’s norm on M PXq(lF) thus coincides with the Euclidean norm (1 ((2 
on the identification [FPq = M,, ,(IF), but, through unfortunate notation, it 
differs from the matrix norm 11 11s subordinate to the Euclidean norms on the 
domain [Fq and codomain [FP, for which IIA(Jz = Ilo’ll, := maxi< j~,(l~l). 
Finally, let 11 11 stand f or any unitardy invariant matrix norm, which means 
that for every A E BAopXq (E) 
V E 0,.,@>, 
and for all unitary matrices U E O,,,([F) and 
IGUANA = 11 Al] = IIAVI]. 
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With the notation just introduced, Mirsky’s theorem states that for every 
unitarily invariant norm, the matrix B E MI,, (/(lF) with rank r < m that lies 
closest to A is 
B = U, . diagonal( gi, . . . , a,. , O, . . . , O) . I<:, 
so that for the same matrix B and for every such norm. 
I(A - BII = min{l)A - CII:rankC = r}. 
The present work extends Schmidt and Mirsky’s theorems to the determi- 
nation of the nearest matrix B whos+e singular values ;i = (or, . . . , T,,,) satisfy 
any set ofl affine constraints K;i = b specified by any matrix K E Mkx.,([F) 
and any b E Fk. The proofs rely mainly upon an inequality of Mirsky’s [S, 
p. 58, Theorem 51: 
IIA - Bll > /diagonal( gi - T,, . . . , a,, - a,) )I, (1) 
provided that (pi 2 **a > a,,, and pi > .*. >, 7,. Though the principal 
result also extends to all unitarily invariant norms, the optimal matrix B 
depends upon the norm, and so far only the particular versions for the 
Euclidean and Frobenius’s norms yield results about the uniqueness of 
solutions and lend themselves to algorithms guaranteed to converge in finitely 
many steps to B. 
2. MATRIX APPROXIMATION WITH LINEARLY 
CONSTRAINED SINGULAR VALUES 
To clarify the argument, the following theorem restricts itself to homoge- 
neous linear constraints, with singular values 6 in the null space Ker K and 
in the cone $? defined by 
A subsequent remark will extend the theorem to more general affine 
constraints. 
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THEOREM. For each unitarily invariant matrix norm 11 11, for each 
matrix A E M (5) with singular value decomposition A = U, - 
diagonal(G) * V”xJuch that u1 > ‘.. > a,, and for each matrix K E 
Mkx,(l13, a matrix B E MIPxq OF) that lies closest to A and whose singular 
values satisfy 
is 
B := U, * diagonal( ?) * V/, 
where ;i is the point nearest to a’ in %P n Ker K, with distances measured by 
the induced norm [Ia’ - 7’11 := ]]diagonal(G - ?)]I. 
Proof. Thanks to Mirsky’s inequality 
IIA - BII >Ildiagond(a, - TV,..., a, - T~)II, (1) 
it suffices to determine the singular values S that minimize the objective 
function F : IF”’ -+ R, given by 
F(2) :=((diagonal(cr, - rl,...,om - rm)ll, 
subject to the linear constraints 
and then to exhibit a matrix B for which equality holds. By compactness, as 
in [3, p. 3201, such a problem has at least one solution, +‘, which may depend 
upon the choice of the matrix norm I] ]I. If the unitarily invariant matrix norm 
I] I( is not strictly convex, then several solutions may exist. 
With the right-hand side of Mirsky’s inequality (1) minimized by ?, the 
matrix 
B := U, . diagonal( +) . V/ 
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may with ;i depend upon the norm, but B solves the proposed constrained 
optimization problem, thanks to the unitary invariance: 
II A - BII = IlU,X,,V/ - U,&V,“II = 112, - &II = ((diagonal( a’ - ?) (( 
=min(l(diagonal(G-@)ll:@EWnKer(K)) 
G min((]A -Cll:C E M,,,(~)&6(C) E%n Ker(K)) 
by Mirsky’s inequality, with ii(C) denoting the singular values of C. ??
REMARK 1 (On the computation of the solution). In principle, by convex- 
ity of the matrix norm )I I], convex-programming algorithms will converge to a 
solution [6, p. 1241. 
REMARK 2 (On inhomogeneous affine constraints). The same theorem 
and the previous remarks also apply to inhomogeneous affine constraints 
of the form K;i = g, but then a preliminary application of linear program- 
ming may prove>ecessary to determine whether the solution set Y := {G : 
a’ E E”& KG = b} is nonempty and, if so, to locate an initial estimate in that 
set [l]. 
REMARK 3 (On relaxing the order of the singular values). In some 
applications, the importance of reducing the norm ]I A - B ]I subject to the 
constraints K ;i = b may supersede any reason for keeping the singular values 
in a nonincreasing order ri > *es >, r,,,. In such situations, replacing the 
cone %’ by the larger nonnegative octant 
may yield a vector of singular values G closer to i? than ;i is, so that 
]I A - U, diagonal(G) V,” I( < (1 A - U, diagonal(?) V,” ]I. However, Mirksy’s 
inequality need no longer hold then, which means that (1 A - 
U, diagonal( 3) V,” I I need no longer be a global minimum under the relaxed 
constraints 3 E b. 
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3. UNIQUENESS WITH THE EUCLIDEAN OR 
FROBENIUS’S NORM 
The present section establishes results on the uniqueness of the solution 
for the particular cases of Frobenius’s and the Euclidean norms. Essentially, 
the results mean that the solution B is unique up to unitary transformations 
within certain invariant subspaces of A. 
PROPOSITION 1 (On uniqueness with Frobenius’s norm). For each ma- 
trix A E M Px4(1F) and for each matrix B E M, x,(5), with singular values 
arranged in nonincreasing order, u1 > +.. > a,,, and r1 > **a > r,, the 
distance 11 A - B~/F reaches a global minimum 
if, and only if, there exist unitary matrices U E O,,,(F) and V E 0, .,(lF) 
such that A = U - diagonal(G) * V H and B = U * diagonal( ;r’> . V H simultane- 
ously. Moreover, the solution B is unique if, and only if, the multiplicity of 
each singular value of A does not exceed the multiplicity of the corresponding 
singular value of B. 
Proof. The present proof of the uniqueness of B follows in part Eckart 
and Young’s argument [2, p. 2151. Consider the map 
I:O,x,(F) x O,x,(I? + Mill,.,(% 
(U,V) M U.diagonal(;i) *VH. 
Because the space tangent to the unitary matrices at the identity matrix Z 
consists of all skew-Hermitian matrices, which are mapped to unitary matri- 
ces by the exponential map, it follows that a parametrization from the tangent 
space to a neighborhood of B with the same singular values takes the form 
U + AU = exp( R) . U = (I + R + iR2 + *.. ) * U, 
V+AV=exp(S)-V=(Z+S+iS2+---)*V, 
B + AB = r([U + AU], [V + AV]) 
= exp(R) -U.diagonal(?) .VH-exp(S)H 
=(Z+R+$R2).B.(Z+SH++[SH]2)+... 
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with skew-Hermitian matrices R E M PxP(lF) and S E M, x,(E>. Moreover, 
because Frobenius’s norm coincides with the Euclidean norm on the identifi- 
cation MPx9(Lf) = IF pq and hence arises from the usual inner product ( , > 
on IFpq, with properties summarized in 12, p. 2121, 
=( A - (B + AB), A - (B f AB)) 
= (IA - Bll; - 2Re(( A - B), AB) + ... 
= IIA - Blli - 2Re(( A - B)B”, B) 
- 2Re( BH( A - B), SH) + .**, 
where the ellipsis [ .*a ] indicates terms of order strictly greater than one. 
Thus, if 1) A - B\]; reaches a local minimum over all unitary matrices 
X = (I + B + *..)U and Y = V( I + S” + ... >, but with fixed singular val- 
ues 6 and ;i, then the first-order terms equal zero for all skew-Hermitian 
matrices R and S, which means that (A - B)B H and B H( A - B) are both 
Hermitian, and consequently so are AB ’ and B HA, whence unitary matrices 
U and V exist for which simultaneously 
A = U . diagonal( 6) . V”, 
B = U . diagonal( ?) * V ‘I. 
Thus, with singular values arranged in nonincreasing order, the foregoing 
argument signifies that B is a critical point of the function B * ]I A - BII:: 
if, and only if, some unitary matrices U and V “diagonalize” A and B 
simultaneously. In that case, thanks to the unitary invariance of Frobenius’s 
norm, ]]A - B(]r = ]]G - ;TlJg, Mirsky s inequality (1) then guarantees that B 
lies at a global minimum. 
Finally, because U . diagonal(G) . V H must constitute a singular-value 
decomposition of A, the present proof also reveals that, with specified 
singular values a’ and 5 arranged in nonincreasing order, any two matrices 
B, and B, corresponding to the global minimum ((A - B,((F = Ila’ - ?I/2 = 
]]A - B,(I may diff er f rom each other only through unitary transformations 
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confined within individual singular spaces of A (eigenspaces of AHA). In 
particular, if the dimensions of such spaces do not exceed the dimensions of 
the corresponding singular spaces of B, then there exists only one solution. 
??
The following counterexample demonstrates the necessity of listing the 
singular values in a nonincreasing order. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE (On nonminimal critical points with other orderings of 
singular values). With the plane R ’ = IFr = !Fq consider the matrices > 
A:=(; ;), B:=(; 50). 
The foregoing analysis demonstrates that (1 A - B 11°F has a critical point at B, 
because the simultaneous diagonalization of A and B shows that the first 
order of the perturbations vanishes. However, (1 A - Bl1; = (2 - 3j2 + (1 - 
5j2 = 17 reaches a maximum at B over all rotations of the plane. Indeed, the 
semigroup of rotations that rotates the principal axes of B by a quarter of a 
turn brings B to the form 
with the same eigenvalues as those of B, but with ])A - fill; = (2 - 5j2 + 
(1 - 3j2 = 13, which is now a minimum, by Mirsky’s inequality. 
REMARK 4 (On the computation of the solution). In the case of Frobe- 
nius’s norm, quadratic-programming algorithms will converge to 7’ in finitely 
many steps [6, $1.31. ??
REMARK 5 (On explicit formulae for the solution). With respect to 
Frobeniu$s norm 11 l/r, if the solution set is n$nempty (9 := {fi : 5; E g’& 
K - i; = b} z 0) and if the constraint K;i = b is active at the minimum, 
which means that ;i lies in the interior of the cone_@, then ;i is the unitary 
projection of i? on the affine space where K?’ = b. In particular, if K has 
rank k, then [6] 
;i= [I - KH(mH)-‘K] -a’+ KH(KKH)-l*I;. 
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The following result pertains to the Euclidean subordinate matrix norm, 
II AlIs = IIGIL = ma 1<j<m{l~.)I> f or w ic h h uniqueness holds only within the 
singular space corresponding to the largest singular value. 
PROPOSITION 2 (On the uniqueness with the subordinate Euclidean matrix 
norm). For each matrix A E Mp,,([F) and for each matrix B E Ml,, x,(L?, 
with singular values arranged in nonincreasing order, r1 > *** 2 a,,, and 
TI > *a* > T,, the distance \)A - B(lz reaches a global minimum 
IlA - Bllz = II6 - ;ill, 
f, and only if, for each index 1 such that 
A and B are simultaneously “diagonalizable” within the cowesponding 
singular spaces (in other words, AHA and B HB are simultaneously diagonal- 
izable through unita y transformations within their eigenspaces correspond- 
ing to their eigenvalues v,’ and ~12). In particular, any suffkiently small 
unita y transformation of B within the direct sum of the other singular spaces 
&es not alter the minimum value (I A - B/z. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that only the largest singular 
value of A - B determines the subordinate Euclidean matrix norm I( A - 
B()z. The details of the present proof rely upon Mirsky’s inequality, and upon 
Franz Rellich’s theorems about perturbations of eigenvalues of Hermitian 
matrices [7]. 
Specifically, if [I A - B (1 2 reaches a minimum at B, then Mirsky’s inequal- 
ity (1) shows that the largest singular value of A - B must equal [(A - B([s 
= Ildiagonal(6 - ?>/a = ((a’ - 7’11, = 1~~ - ~~1. Hence, a perturbation of B 
by skew-Hermitian matrices, 
B +AB =exp(R).U*diagonal(?)*VH.exp(S)H, 
induces a perturbation of the largest singular value of A - (B + A B) or, 
equivalently, a differentiable perturbation of the largest eigenvalue of 
(A - [B + AB])H(A - [B + AB]) 
= (A - B)H( A - B) + (A - B)‘(RB + BSH) 
+(RB + BS)H( A - B) + ... 
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With A - B = XDY H denoting a singular-value decomposition of A - B, 
= D2 + DXH ‘(RB+BSH).Y+YH*(RB+BSH)*XD+y 
which represents a perturbation of the diagonal matrix 0’ by the perturba- 
tion matrix E := G + GH defined by 
According to Rellich’s theorems [7], the largest eigenvalues A, of the per- 
turbed matrix have the asymptotic expansion, with pI := (Us - T~>~, 
where the ellipsis represents positive terms of second order, and terms of 
order greater than two. Consequently, the largest eigenvalue has a crtical 
point if, and only if, El, l = 2G,,, equals zero for all skew-Hermitian matrices 
R and S: 
= [ DXH . (RB + BSH) . Y + ~.+]I.1 
= D,,,Z,H. (RB + BSH) .jFl + . . . 
= Dl,$,H+XXHB + BYYHSH) .$ + a.., 
where Z[ and $ denote columns of X and Y respectively. The expression just 
obtained vanishes for all skew-Hermitian matrices if, and only if, B$ equals a 
multiple of Zl. Th us, A - B and B have a common pair of singular vectors, 
Z, and $, corresponding to the largest singular value 1~~ - ~~1. ??
REMARK 6 (On the computation of the solution with the Euclidean norm). 
With respect to the Euclidean norm )I (I2 on IFP and [Fq, the subordinate 
matrix norm 11 112 = )I ((F induces the “maximum” norm 1) Ilrn on diagonal 
matrices, and hence on vectors of singular values in F”, whence the corre- 
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sponding constrained optimization problem becomes 
= min 
1 
,n&{l”i - /+I}: Kji = L5q.q >, ... 2 p, > 0). .\ 
In principle, such a problem lends itself to a solution in finitely many 
algebraic operations through linear programming [l, Chapter 141. 
4. TYPICAL APPLICATION 
Consider the problem of modeling the surface of the Earth as an oblate 
spheroid-an ellipsoid with two principal axes of equal lengths-from data 
on a concentric ellipsoid with principal axes of slightly different lengths and 
perhaps different directions. 
In homogeneous coordinates, the ellipsoid satisfies an equation Z’As = 0 
while an oblate spheroid has a similar equation ZTBZ = 0 for some symmetric 
matrices A, B E M4x4(R) of the types 
where the principal submatrices [A], [B] E RYU~~~,(R) are symmetric positive 
definite with eigenvalues crl > cr2 > crs > 0 and r1 > r2 = r3 > 0, and 
corresponding eigenvectors U = (Gi, iit,,Z,) and W = (G;,,G,,G,> along 
their respective principal axes. Algebraically, the best approximation of A by 
B reduces to finding the matrix [B] closest to 1 A] subject to the constraints 
Thus, K = (0, 1, - 1) and Ker(K) = Span{t( - a, 1, l), +(a, 1,l)). 
The preceding results show that the matrix 1 B] closest to [A] with 
r2 = r3 has singular values such that 
)I diagonal( cri - T, , us - TV, (T~ - TV) 11 
= min( I)diagonal( fll - pl, up - P2, c3 - p3) I( : 
(O,l, -1) . (PI> P2> kd = o}. 
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For this particular application, both the Frobenius and Euclidean norms yield 
the same, unique solution: 
Thus, [B] = U * diagonal(?) - UT, which means that the “best-fitting” oblate 
spheroid has principal axes in the same directions as the ellipsoid, with the 
same shorter axis, and with its two larger axes of length equal to the average 
of the two larger axes of the ellipsoid. 
Furthermore, the Euclidean norm on the homogeneous coordinates in Iw4 
admits the following geometric interpretation. With u4 = - 1 = 74 and from 
kAz’- PBZ - I I?(A-BZ)J 
= 5 (q - 7-&u’.z): 
j=l 
= II6 - A- 4l~ll~, 
it follows that the optimal oblate spheroid minimizes the maximum discrep- 
ancy between the values of zTAz’ and i?BZ over all homogeneous vectors 
z’ = (Xl, x2, x3; x4) on a sphere about the origin, or equivalently with x4 = I 
and 11211: = 2, over all vectors 2 on the unit sphere in space. 
In contrast, the Frobenius norm has the less geometric interpretation 
which minimizes the maximum discrepancy over a sphere in the Z4 norm. 
Yet Propositions I and 2 show that, for this particular application, the 
solution is unique for each norm. 
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The application just demonstrated is typical of situations where the need 
arises for the results proved here, where the constraints naturally imposed by 
the application automatically fall within the cone of singular values arranged 
in nonincreasing order. 
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